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Four-year phase-in planned

Regents Seek Higher
State College Standards

Student Dies in Crash

By Brett Peruzzi

gained considerable media (to compensate for morediffiexposure when it was critic- cult honors courses) class
Beginning in the fall of ized by University of Massa- rank in the upper 40th per1984, being accepted for chusetts president David centile or SAT scores of at
admission to BSC and the Knapp and the chancellors of least 850 and weighted class
other four-year colleges and each of the University's three rank in the upper 60th
universities in Massachusetts campuses as being a threat to· percentile.
could be tougher than it has the chances of disadvantaged
Students entering the fourbeen in recent years.
applicants, the Board of year state colleges would be
Concerned that too many Regents has also introduced required to have combined
students are entering college a proposal that high school SATs of 750 and be in the
with inadequate preparation, students would have to com- upper 50th percentile or SATs
the Massachusetts-Beare-of- plete--a fl'Hnimum +i-umbe~-01----of 800 and be in the upper
Regents of Higher Education, college preparatory courses 70th percentile.
which oversees the state's to qualify for admission to the
In the Regents' latest proppublic colleges and universi- state's public colleges.
osal, a student seeking
ties, has introduced two propPresidents of the state's admission to a state college
osals designed to tighten colleges and chancellors of or university must have comadmission requirements to the three university cam- pleted a minimum of 16 colthe state's four-year colleges puses met January 6, casting lege preparatory courses in
and universities, last week's a 17-8 advisory vote in favor high school, including four
Boston Sunday Globe of the Regents' proposal to years of English, three of
reported. The Regents' prop- institute minimum SAT mathematics, and two each of
osalswerealsothesubjectof scores and class-rank levels. natural. science, social
a recent Checkpoint story on Several of the negative votes science, and a foreign lanChannei Five's Newscenter 5 reportedlycamefrom coUes;Je guaQe. This proposal is
at Six. Two-year community presidents who felt that ttle exp.ected to come before the
colleges, which practice open minimum standards should Board of Regents for a formal
vote in March or April.
admissions to anyone with a be even tougher.
high school diploma, would
The proposal endorsed by
The proposals for the new
be exempt from the Regents' the cpllege presidents admissions standards would
proposals.
requires ·students entering be phased in beginning in
Besides the proposal to set the state's public universities eeptember of 1984, with the
minimum SAT scores and to have combined SAT scores program taking full effect by
class-rank levels, which of at least 800 and weighted September of 1987.

During heavy snow/all

Runners Flock. to
BSC to Run/or Jamie
By Brett Peruzzi
More than 350 runners
braved near-blizzard conditions at BSC on December 19
to compete in a 5 mile road·
race for the benefit of Jamie
Fiske, the year-old Bridgewater girl who underwent a
much-publicized liver transplant in Minnesota during
early November.
Dave Ezersky, an employee
of the Bill Rodgers RLinning
Center in Brookline, OL "distanced his famous employer
and hundreds of other hopefuls, reaching the slushy finish line amidst a heavy,
wind-driven snowfall in 25:34.
Phil Koon of Brockton came
in second in 25:55, followed
by Dennis Cullinane of North
Falmouth in 26:09. The first
woman finisher was Debbie
Mueller of Bellingham in
28:39.
Proceeds from· the race,
which received television
coverage on the evening

By Brett Peruzzi
attempting to exit onto Route
27, her car skidded and struck
the back of a snowplow in the
breakdown lane. She was
pronounced dead at Cardinal
Cushing Hospital in Brockton.
State pol ice said that the
driver of the privately-owned
snowplow truck was not
injured,
After a Funeral Mass at St.
Joseph's Church in Belmont
on December 23, Ms. Dempsey was buried in Ridgelawn
Cemetery in Watertown.
(Please see related letter on page two)

In a tragic Christmas week
accident, Deborah H. Dempsey, a 22-year-old BSC senior
from Watertown, was killed
December 19th in an auto
accident on Route 24 in
Brockton during a heavy
snowstorm, according to the
December 23 Watertown
Press.
According to state police
reports, Ms. Dempsey, a
chemistry and biology major,
was driving north on Route 24
at about 9:30 p.m. While

New Fiscal
Affairs Director
AtBSC
By

MarJorl~

Payne

At the January meeting of
the··· Board ·.of Trusrees,"-Mr~
James P. Sheehan was
appointed the new Director of
Fiscal Affairs at Bridgewater
State College. He will begin
work here in early February.
Before accepting his appointment to BSC, Mr. Sheehan
was comptroller at Massasoit

Community College in
Brockton.
The Comment hopes to
interview Mr. Sheehan shortly
after he arrives at BSC in
order to introduce him to the
college community and provide our readers with an
inside look at the Fiscal
Affairs office and what its
functions are.

Sheriff Flynn Renamed
to Board of Trustees
By Brett Peruzzi
Former governor Edward J.
King made the most of his
final days in office, making
more than 300 appointments
during the last three and a
half days he was in the State
House, including two for
Peter Flynn, sheriff of Plymouth County and King's
1982 campaign manager,
according to a recent article
in The Boston Globe.
Flynn, who served on the
1981-1982 and the 1982-1983
BSC Board of Trustees, was
appointed to both the Board.

news, will help to defray the
extensive medical costs of
Jamie's operation and hospital stay. Marathoner Dave
McGillivray presented a
check from the Sau cony shoe
company to Jamie's father
Charles Fiske for her trust
fund.
Despite the less than ideal
weather conditions, enthusiasm ran high, as both pro and
amateur runners turned out
to show their_ support for
Jamie and her family, whose
ordeal received nation-wide ·
media attention and spurred
By Robert Flynn
the town of Bridgewater to
declare last October 12 Jamie
Denys .Rackley, a carthusian
Fiske Day, a highly successmonk, presently wor.kinn fh
ful day that featured various
·~
Yugoslavia, spoke last Monday
fund raising events.
night at the Catholic ~n1er here.
·organizers of the race for
Jamie, who returned to
on the BSC campus .. Rackley
Bridgewater in mid-Decemspoke informally on his expeber. after recuperating in ·a
rienoos as a Carthusian monk
Minnesota hospital following
and of his motivation leading up
to his decision to become a
her operation, hope to make
monk, the question he sa\~ he is
the race an annual event.
,..,

Ex-Gov. King's 1982 campaign manager
of Trustees of Bridgewater
State College and the Advisory Committee on Corrections. King was reportedly
still signing appointment
documents in his office with
only minutes left in his term
while his successor Michael
· Dukakis waited outside.
Although most of the positions granted by King's
appointments pay little more
than a per diem payment or
reimbursement for expenses,
governors traditionally use

such appointments to reward
friends and supporters.
Sheriff Flynn was one of the
many of King's campaign officials who were named to state
positions in the last-minute
appointments by the outgoing governor.
Governor King also swore
in several new additions to
the Board of Trustees before
leaving office. They are: Mr.·
Frank Dunn, Mrs. Diane
Lothrop, and Mr. Robert
Holmes (Student Trustee).

Monk Speaks at Catholic Center
most frequently.asked. The lee- Eas1em and Was1em philoso-

ture was extremely well at1ended phies to strengthen Western reliand in fact over flowed into an
d. · · h. II
·
1
d
thods f
ac Y iscusse · me
o1
th at can a1'd ·in ones
med'tat"
1 ion
I • 't 1 de 1
persona spm ua
ve opmen t ·
He lead the group in a simple
meditation proc::edure inv?l~ing
the con1emplat1on of spintual
matter.. Rackley is presently

a iommg
a ·
R kle d'

studying

B

ud

dh'

d'taf
ion

tSt ~ '

1echniques and hopes to link the

gious thought.
.Rackleywillspeakaridconti nue to demonstrate .more
meditation methods ilicludi ng' those that are more
advanced. All those interested in attending meet at
The Catholic Center next to
'the Gym on Campus at 7:00

p.m.

in the Chapel.
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Letters to the Editor
A

MESSAGE

FROM

ON

HIGH
We, the undersigned, of late
known among the musical
great
do send to you from Heaven
above
where all is music, light and
love,
note of our collective woe
caused by certain sounds
from below.
Daily on the quarter hour
chimes from a certain college
tower
come to our immortal ears
and clash with the music of
the spheres.
Tones electronic in tunes
inane
bring to us spirits terrible
pain,
as great as any known in Hell
by heretic or infidel.
0 cease! we say, these sonic
crimes
and still those imbecilic
chimes.
J.S. Bach, F.J. Haydn, G.F.
Handel, W.A. Mozart, L. von
Beethoven, F. Schut:>ert, F.
Mendelssohn, H. Berlioz, R.
··
Schumann, J. Brahms.

In memory of.

Pen Pal
• •
Dear Editor:

To the Editor:
On December 19, 1982,
Bridgewater State College
lost a very special young
woman. Bridgewater State
was not the only one to suffer
this tragic loss. Myself, as well
as many other students and
faculty, also felt this loss.
Debra Dempsey was a kind
and gentle person who loved
life. She touched the lives of
those who knew and loved
her. It is ironic though
because last spring, Debbie
and I wer& taking a "Death
and Dying" class. As part of
the course assignment we
had to plan out our own funeral arrangements and burial
plans. Debbie and t worked
on it together and joked about
it. It all seemed so funny then.
I'll always remember what she
said. She -said, "I don't know
about you, but I'm going to
live to be a hundred." I
thought of this as I sat reading

her obituary. On behalf of the
biology and chemistry students and faculty, I would like
to dedicate this poem in
memory of Debbie Dempsey,
class of 1983.
Tiny starfish on the sand
Clenching seashells in my
hand
I look to the waves for my
answers
to questions I don't understand myself.
White doves sail to horizons
I've never seen
You are there--/ built a sandcastle for you
far from where the sea could
carry it away
A butterfly dances lightly
on the beach plum
·
You are th're for a brief
moment
and the world seems right
once again.
Julie Sanborn
Class of 1983
Biology/Chemistry

Boyde-it's Bells
bear Comment,

dious tune throughout the and its "disturbing" the proI am responding to the rid- campus. Maybe this individ- fessors' classes; to this I say
iculous complaint regarding ual needs some kind of help. I "hogwash". They can tolerate
the bells of Boyden Hall. The don't and I don.rt care, those .the three minute inconven
complainer wrote in the . chimes help to give Bridge- ience.
November 12 edition: "The water State College its own
I believe that students and
chimes invade my peace and identity. Imagine individuals faculty need to observe the
quiet." The complainer went vindicating the removal of the beautiful sounds our chimes
on to state: "They wake me up chimes above J?oyden Hall make.
at 8:00 and proceed to because a few people are disIn conclusion I would just
infringe on my nervous sys- turbed by their three minute like to state: "Louise, it is far
tem for the next 13 hours."
better to serve the many, than
rendition.
This is a confused individAs far as the hourly West- it is to serve the few."
ual. The chimes add a melo- minster .chime· is concerned, David A. Kutcher

My name is Maureen Ryan.
I am a recent graduate of BSC
and am currently a volunteer
in the Peace Corps in Ecua~
dor, South America. If it is
possible, could you print the
following in your next issue of
The Comment:
This is a plea to all students
who recognize the importance of letters from home.
My name is Maureen "Mo"
Ryan. I graduated from BSC
in May of 1982 with a degree
in Physical Education, concentration in Recreation. I am
now working in Ecuador,
South America, as a volunteer
of the Peace Corps. My
request is for some correspondence from any of you
people who care to "send. a
little sunshine my way" in the
form of a letter. Although
there is plenty of sunshine
down here on the equator, a
letter from the States helps to
filter out those ultraviolet
rays.
If you think you would like

CHEAP BOOKS!!
A bulletin board for the exchange of books has been set
up in the Maxwell Library, to enable students to buy their
books inexpensively as soon as classes begin. The
Exchange Board is a student-sponsored project, designed
to help students cope with the conflict between buying
books immediately at full price, or waiting several days for
more inexpensive, used books {and meanwhile falling
behind in classes). As of this date the board is a temporary
structure, located near the check-out on the ground floor of
the library. However, if the project is supported by the students, efforts will be made to obtain a larger, more permanent structure. The specific layout of the board consists of
fifteen subject pockets, arranged in alphabetical order, into
which students place information cards describing books
they want to buy, sell, borrow, or lend. Individuals wishing
to participate in the exchange should look through information cards already on the board, and fill outtheir own cards if
necessary. If used we11, the project may become a useful
tool for individuals needing to communicate with others for
the exchange of books.
Tuesday:
Sports
Entertainment
News
Features
Monday:
Wednesday:
Advertisements
Late News
Personals
Emergency Bulletins:
Classifieds
Cartoons
Announcements
Letters to the Editor Graphics

The Comment

Deadlines:

n,

(Establi~hed

to contribute to the "write a
letter to Mo Ryan° campaign
please send your donations
to:
Maureen T. Ryan
Casilla 77 (Cuerpo de Paz)
Guaranda, Ecuador
South America
I'll be more than happy to
answer any questions you
may have concerning the
Peace Corps, Ecuador, or
how a Physical Education.
major can contribute to the
development of the third
world countries. Or if you just
want to write to practice your
Spanish or give me the latest
"scoop" on what's happening
at good ol' SSC, your letters
will be very much appreciated.
In closing I'd like to thank
al I my friends there who have
been doing their share in contributing to this worthy cause.
Thanks Karen, Nine, Jim, all
those in the kitchen, and everyone who hangs around the
kitchen. Hope to hear from
you soon!
Hasta Luego! Mo.

1.92'7)'
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Spring 1983 Publication Schedule
All of the following dates are Thursdaysand
. are subject to change.
.
Jan 27. Feb 3, Feb 10, Feb 17, .;.one week
break-, Mar 3, Mar 10, -two week break~
, Mar 31, Apr 7, Apr 14-, Apr 21, Apr
28, May 5, and maybe May 12.
The Comment is a student supported and operated weekly newspaper serving the academic
community of Bridgewater State College. Editorial policy is determined by the Editor-in-Chief in
Consultation with the Editorial Board. Republication of all material h.erein is prohibited
·without the expressed written permission of the
Editor-in-Chief. All materials. submitted become
the property of The Comment. Letters to the Editor are encouraged but may be limited to 250
words or less and must be typed. Letters, classified advertisements and all other written materials are subject to condensation. Advertising
rates are available upon request. Any person
wishing to join The Comment should contact
,either the Editor-in-Chief or the Managing Editor. All correspondence should be a_ddressed to
The Comment, Student Union Building, Bridgewater State College, Bridgewater, MA 02324.
Telephone: (617)697-1200, ext. 2158 .
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Psychologically
Yours

to define intelligence by the
child's ability to solve problems and to process information both sequentially and
simultaneously. Still undergoing validity studies, but
expected to be available in
By Richard T. Colgan
mington, Indiana 47402.
early '83, the test "K-ABC" is
Psychology Department
MOST INFLUENTIAL
the brainchild of Alan and
BEST WISHES FOR A THERAPISTS? THERAPIES?
Nadeen Kaufman and will be
SUCCESSFUL AND SCHO- Carl Rogers, Albert Ellis, Sigpublished by the American
LARLY 1983 from your editor. mund Freud (somewhat surGuidance Service, Circle
CALENDAR THE DATES prisingly), and Joseph Wolpe,
Pines, Minn., 55014. lndividuNOW! The Annual Spring according to 800 members of
ally administered to children
Meeting of the Massachusetts the Divisions of Counseling
between 2 and 12 years of
Psychological Association and Clinical Psychology of age, its multi-subtest battery
will be held May 19-20-21 at the American Psychological
yields scores in sequential
the Park Plaza Hotel, Boston. Association are the top four
processing, simultaneous
The newest and latest psy- persons who most influence
processing, mental processchological theory, research, current trends in psychothering composite, and achieveand practices as they relate to apy. "Electicism" was clearly
ment. In line with current
"Every Woman, Man and the preference of the largest theories in neuropsychology
Child" (the theme of the number of psychologists and in cognitive psychology,·
Spring meeting) shall be from the myriad of therapies
"K-ABC's" major feature is
presented in lectures, papers, surveyed, and finally, there
alleged to be the nondiscrimiposters, and symposia. Best appeared to be little differnatory assessment of
of all in this penny-pinching ence between counseling and
children.
economy will .be the reduced clinical psychologists regardAS IF UNEMPLOYMENT IS
registration fees for students. ing "trends" in counseling
NOT STRESSFUL ENOUGHUndetermined at the and psychotherapy, all of ... industrial robots, their
moment, the fees shall be which suggests the possibil- emergence into the future job
posted on the Psychology ity that these two specializa- market and their effects upon
Club bulletin boards, 3rd tions are becoming less 'job availability is a major
floor, Burrill Ave. Bldg., dissimilar. INTERESTED IN theme of the Occupational
together with the MPA des- LEARNING MORE? Refer
Out/ook Quarterly, Fall, 1982
criptive brochure as soon as American Psychologist (Vol.
issue. Check it out. It's not all
received from the printer.
37, No. 7), July 1982, Maxwell bad new however. One sunAND DON'T FORGET
Library, or, if neede~ imme- shine article in the same issue
when at the convention to diately and wish to xerox the identifies emerging occupaattend the two panel discus- study, ,~ee Dr. Colgan for his tions for "real peopie;;.
sions to be conducted by the copy ·.of American PsyTO COMMUNICATE AND
Psychology Department's chologist.
TO PERSONALIZE the serviown professors Susan A.
THE PSYCHOLOGY CLUB ces of PSYCHOLOGY and
Todd and James A. Scroggs.
is planning a scinitilating ser- .the accomplishments of ·
MOTIVATION! Doing a ies of '83 activities iil which
"folk" indigenous to BSC
class term paper or project on
you will want to "be involved".
WAS and IS the major objecit? As part of the "Related
Watch for it..:and attend the tive of "Psychologically
Research" of your scholarly
Psychology Club meetings,
Yours". It is difficult to
thesis you may wisti to cef~r 3rd .. floor,. Bu~r,iU"Av.e...S,l.G.g. · 'a,cnmve'-'1fl"·:'''YGtt "~d·on't .&Ji'r~ 1re· ~·
to The Practical Application The surest way to maintain
awards, accolades, experienof Research, Sept. 1982 issue. you "anonymity" is do
ces and aspirations. Keep
If not library available, a sin- nothing ... say nothing ... be
"Psychologically Yours"
gle copy is 25¢. Order from nothing.
informed. Rm. 330 Burrill Ave.
AN INTELLIGENCE TEST
Phi Delta Kappa, Eighth and
Bldg., Bridgewater State ColUnion, P.O. Box 789, Bloo- so new and unique, it is said
lege. ATTN: Dr. Colgan.

~
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Sales Rep Wanted
Need extra cash? Self-motivated?
Want to set your own hours?
Be your own boss.
Become a sales Representative
·for ARK Student Bedding, Inc.
Income potential is up to you .
Must have own phone. For further
information write:
Ark Student Beddingt Inc.
.
P.O. Box 534
Wenham, Massachusetts ·

01984_
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Announcements
PROTESTANT CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
STAND STILL SO I CAN COMB YOUR HAIR-All of us view
our world through a set of concepts. Have you ever looked
through two pieces of Polaroid glass? When the polarizing
crystals in both pieces are parallel, a lot of light shines
.throught, but turn one of the lenses 90 degrees to the other,
and a// light is blocked.
The Conceptual Grids in our heads are like that. Each
value decision we make determines the structure we are
going to lay on the Stuff of Reality outthere. Piece by piece
we pick out which part of the external world we choose to
live in. Our Grids tell us what's good or bad for us, whom to
hang around, what to do with our time, what careers to enter
and determine our success or failure.
This group, which will meet for eight weeks for one hour,
will help us to see our Conceptual Grids and how to apply
that knowlege toward more successful lives, in our educational experience and in our later careers.
LONELINESS - The group will discuss loneliness in relation to sex, to institutions (like college) and the experience
of lineliness and will offer some suggestions on how to
handle loneliness in a positive and constructive way.
LOVE IN THE AFTERNOON: Soap Opera Ethics - An
opportunity to discuss your favorite "soap" and its implications for your personal life-style; why so many can develop a
life-style which will result in personal success and prosperity (materially, psychologically and spiritually). Eight weeks/one hour.
WHAT THE BIBLE SAYS ABOUT PEACE - an examination of the Biblical teachings about achieving personal and
world peace through a discussion of the Four Gospels and
their relation to the subject of peace.
FILE NOW, DON'T WAIT!!
Now is the time to apply for Financial Aid for the 1983-84
academic year. Applications are available in the Financial
Aid Office (first floor - Tillinghast Hall) at this time for all
federal and state programs except the H.E.L. P. (Guaranteed
Student Loan) Loan program. Student interested in applying for Pell Grants, Supplemental Grants, National Direct
Loans, College Work Study, Mass. Board of Regents Scholarships, and Bridgewater State College Tuition Waivers,
are encouraged to apply as early as applications received
after deadlines cannot be assured of consideration for aid.
,·'"Tfff!'ft'rttt:JM''CJffA'!Cff'ffie'T§'fffe Ma~s~ ·• Bbafa't>f'R'!~@m!'''S'C~na·1ia·~, , ,.,,, ·' ' ·'
ship which is March 1, 1983. For consideration of programs
administered by the Bridgewater State College Financial
Aid Office, students must have a completed application by
·:April 15, 1983. Information regarding all programs, application procedures, and deadlines, is available in the Financial
Aid Office, Tillinghast Halt
ARTS REVIEW DEADLINE
The Bridgewater Arts Review deadline for submissions
for the March issue is February 18. We need submissions!!
Submit your poetry, fiction, drawings, and black and
white photos to our mailbox in the Student Union lnformation Booth.
We need staff members!! Meetings are held every Tuesday morning at 11 in the Campus Organizations Room, 3rd
floor, Student Union. Get involved today!
FREE SPEECH THERAPY SERVICES
We are in need of persons of all ages, including BSC
students, who would like to participate in a program of
speech correction related to· a course being taught this
semester for students majoring in communication disorders
(CD 320 Articulation Disorders). Each student will be working with a client for the entire semester to correct faulty
speech patterns. Some of the problems/characteristics
which we would like represented among our clients are:
foreign accent, regional dialect (SE Mass, Boston, Brooklyn, etc.), lisping, "A" and "l" problems, cleft palate, adult
stroke, hard of hearing, reversed swallowing patterns,
sloppy or _lazy speech patterns, degenerative nervous system disorders arfd much more. Our services, available on
Tuesday mornings, are free and all sessions are directly
supervised by ·a . nationally certified speech/language
pathologist (CCC American Speech-Language and Hearing AssociatJon}. Contact Professor Joanne Woschke at
extension 2.140 or secretary Ron Pariseau at extension 2132
for more information.
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a· counselor who can answer

any .questions you may h~ve.

So if you choose an abort10n,
you'll be making the choice
that's right for you. Call
738-6210. Preterm. The most
experienced reproductive
health care center
in the Northeast.

preterm

A licensed non-profit health care facility.
1842 Beacon Street, Brookline, MA 02146

WORK WITH PEOPLEll
Are you interested in working with people? Social work is
a people-oriented profession. The Social Work Program at
Bridgewater State College provides students with a comprehensive education in this field. On Thursday, February
1O, 1983, from 3:00 to 5:00 p.m. there will be an informal
gathering at the Catholic Center for all students interested
.in learl')ing about a career in social work. Current social
work students, alumni of the program, and faculty will be
available to provide information and answer an questions
you may have. Refreshments will be served. All are
welcome.

·''" 0 ~~~
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Entertainment
Charlie Brown at BSC
Remember your old friends Charlie Brown, Lucy, Linus,
Patty, Schroeder, Snoopy and even the cute little redheaded girl? Well here is your chance to become reaquainted. On Thursday and Friday, Feb. 3 & 4, at 8:00 pm.
the Ensemble Theatre proudly presents a studio production of CHARLIE BROWN in the SU demonstratioA room.
Admission Is Free!!! The actors include Robert Mello,
Elaine Sheffield, Karl Wiedergott, Linda Kelleher, Allan
Talbot, Stephen Lee, and Carol Wing. The Stage Manager
is Janet Briand and student director for the show is Marci
G. Miles. Everyone is welcome to attendH!

Tootsie Rolls
By Robert Treaton
characterizations; . ne\'er do playwri9ht roommate), and
is an absolute joy! It they become caricatures and George Ga-ynes(Dr. Brewsis charming, witty and enter- with regard to Dorothy I ter.) Jessica Lange was espetaing as well as being impor- believe this to be quite an cially good and I look forward
tant and timely. Thi~ ..... t:>y the achievement. lt:is·~£asy to don to her next film. Likewise with
way, is the exact mixture that wig and lipstick and imper- Charles Durning who is
a film should have, for it senate a woman, but to think simply the best character
pleases all types of audiences as one, feel as one and actor working in film today. ·
Tootsie is also blessed with
and also makes it a hit at the become one as Hoffman does
is truly extraordina~y. On the the best screenplay since
box office.
Michael Dorsey (Dustin other hand his Michael Dor- Breaker Morant. As credited
Hoffman) is an out-of-work sey is not to be overlooked to Murray Schi~gal and Larry
actor who survives by waiting either. It. is a fine blend of Gelbart it is wonderful to see
tables and teaching acting arrogance and determinati- a film's humour coming out of
classes: Now it may seem odd on ... two things an~ actor well-written situations and
that someone would take les- needs to have. One moment well-developed characters
sons from an unemployed we might think Michaers instead of silly, stupid and
actor such as Michael, but the artistic values a little ext~~me inane situations such as Neil
Simon writes about. All in all
truth is that Michael is really but the next moment
quite a good actor. It's just applaud Mim for at least hav- · Tootsie is marvelous but it
that, well1 not only does he ing some! As he says "l'IJ bust asks you to put aside the
fight against possibly being my ass to get a part right" and.~ ·hilarity for a moment and
'think about what the film is
too short, too tall, too skinny, · as I say, good for him..
The rest of the cast sup- saying about men and
too fat, too· young or too old
for a part but Michael also has porting Mr.Hoffman are women. It is an important
to fight againsthis reputation great They include Jessica statement and this is ultifor · being ·"difficult to work Lange, Charles Durning(her mately why the film is so
with." His own"agent (played father) Bill Murray(Michael's. great.
by Sidney Pol lack-the ti lm's
director) tells him flat out "No
one will hire you." Well th.is is
all the fuel that Michael needs
for his fire and so he sets out
to prove his agent wrong. The
very next day he auditions for
a daytime drama "Southwest
General" and lo and behold
he wins the lead role, except
that he has won it disquised ·
as a woman-Dorothy
Michaels. Believe it or not
things go very well and his
disquise is flawless. However·
Michael/Dorothy has fallen in
love with his co-star Julie
(Jessica Lange), and boy, is
he/she in trouble. To tell .you
any more would ruin the fun,
but you .can be sure that all
that follows is hilarious and

•••

Tootsie

we

very believable.
Dustin Hoffman is captivat.,
ing in both of his roles. He
makes both roles complete
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JOKE OF THE WEEK

You are cordially invited to
submit an original joke for
publication in the Comment.
All jokes must be neatly written on a piece of pf/per along
with your name _a.rid whether
you prefer mashed potatoes
or stuffing. All jokes must be
in good taste. Deadline for the
jokes are on Tuesdays .at
3p.m. The best joke or.jokes
will bR selected on that day
and will appear in that weeks
issue.
One grey morning a British

ai;plane crashes into Big Ben

in England knocking down
the enormous clock.A tourist
remarks, "Well at least the
plane is on time."
Kevin Roberts
Stuffing
PS The above joke was, of
course, a poor example. So
~ubmit! Those who forget to
include their choice of either
stuffing or mashed potatoes
will automatically be listed
under Turkey of the Week
award.
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Veronika Voss
By Kevin Roberts

By Stephen Lee
People; Day by Day; Turn
Godspell at the Charles Play- Back,O Man; Bless the Lord;
house, 76 Warrenton Street. .and .the hau11!if)9 ball~Q, . All·
Boston MA. Opens Wed., · Good Gifts. The play itself
Jan.19 for five weeks only has been updated to fit the
through Feb.20. For info call times including a rendition·of
426-6912.
the Valley Girl and a spoof on
Prepare ye the way of a Bosto ns Current Newsmusical smash. Godspell caster.
conceived and written by
Exceptional performances
John-Michael Tebelek with were given by James Weathmusic by Stephen Schwartz erstone in the part of Jesus
opened to a rousing ovation and Rich Hebert as Judas.
last January 19th at the Cha- Both actors portray their
rles Playhouse.
characters with great ease
Everyone has seen a pro- and effect. They both build
duction of Godspelf at one their characters to emotional
time or another, but few have climaxes. David Thomas
seen a production of such Hampson playing the part of
standards as the one cur- Lamar sings his song All
rently playing in Boston. Good Gifts with ease and
Although this version is not grace. BJ Jefferson also
without flaws, it still ~ucceeds. excels in her rendition of
as one of the best rock operas Bless the Lord. The rest of the
cast al I give exceptionally spiof all time.
The talented cast .of ten rited performances.
Whether you've seen Godsbrings the audience through
a series of parables that are pe/J or not the current probased on the Gospel accord- d.uction at the Charles
ing to St.Mathew. These para- Playhouse is well worth seebles are told through a series ing~ So join the cast for the
of skits as well as musical Spiritual rock musical of
numbers such as: Save the years past and years to come.

c
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ality is so intriguing that she is
able to win over Krohn's
affections even infront of his
girlfriend Henriette(Annemaria Duringer).
Only after making love to.
her does.Robert discoverthat
Veronika is a morphine addict
as she suddenly becomes
hysterical in bed. From here
on Robert and Henriette
become intertwined in sort of

entering a dream like world
where he/she has no control
over. Suspenseful music by
Peter Raben and a haunting
saxophone solo excently proVides t~nsion through out the
·picture.·
The acting, directing and
the story are all superb. The
building's interior in which
Miss Voss is held prisoner is
completely white and coming

VERONIKA VOSS, dire_cted
by Rainer Werner Fassbinder;
screenplay (German with
English subtitles) by Pe.ter..
Marthe'sheimer and Pea Frohich. Running time: 105 min.
Rated R. Now playing at the
Nickleodeon, 600 Comm.·
Ave. Boston. Tel. 247-2160.
Veronika Voss (Rosel aspymysteryi11volvin~sinis- fromhercelllikeroom~r~.the
··c,,:aech) .was·1atort~4ime.during "ter'<dOctors"·Whd''StlJ:;J>yY"Mot.:.··r§tJtilffmr1141~0f·4'•1¥J~~6'tHlftrf·'•
the 1940's a popular German phine to their patients where western songs suggesting
film actress. Now in the 1950's in return they are given every- that everything is pure and
only a few, the dedicated rec- thing that is economically happy. lnreality Miss Voss's
ognize her. Miss Voss, how- valuable.
world is nothing but memoever, also still believes that
This was director Rainer ries, drugs and twist~d docshe is well known and is Werner Fassbinder's last film. tors. Shot in black and white
accustomed to getting what .The movie is mysterious with helps create a cloudy atmosshe wants. She meets Robert camera shots- shown through phere filled with unanswered
Krohn (Hilmar Thate), a glass fixtures. There isn't questions . and uncertain
sports· writer and quickly much action in the film. There futures leaving the v·iewer at
seduces him into giving her are no chases or gory scenes the end of the film feeling
300 marks to buy a broach. but rather everything is numb and somewhat defeatMiss Voss's forceful person- subdued. as if the viewer is ed.

The Princess and The Frog A new Approach to the Classic
Tale
The Premiere Production of a Play for Children
by Allan Moniz
Directed by Richard J. WaFye .,
Stage Manager-Lars Colson
Assistant Stage Manager-Brenda Walsh
Cast List
, Jester .........................•....... Jeffrey Lineham
Princess . ...........................•..• .Denise Cormier
Frog .............................·...... Robert Blauner
Prince Sherman . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . William Kadra
Weasel ................................. Elaine Sheffield
Snake ................................. Judy Partington
King .......•.•.. ~ .................... Patrick Mccarron
Queen .•...................••...... ; . . . . . Janet Briand
Witch ....................................... Jean· Prall
Courtiers ... Laurie Arnold, David Butler, Colette Holmes,
Tony Andrea, Helyn Landry, Mark Pimenta, Dean Poirier,
Letitia Riel and Richard Trammer.

CALENDAR

s
0
0
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Movie Lounge In th Student Union
January 317febru~ry 4
11 am-All· That Jazz
3pm.,Turning Point
5pm-All That Jazz
7pm- Turning Point
Rat Movies
February 1~4
Tuesday 5pm"." Young Frankenstein
7pm.:.Annie Hall
Wednesday Spm-Ann;e Hall
7pm-Young Frankenstein
Thursday 5pm- Young Frankenstein
7pm~Annie .Hall
SU Ballroom Movie
January 30-Sorhe Kind Of Hero-Bpm.
January 31-Some Kind Of Hero-7pm
·
Comedy Connection Coffee House-Jan.27-from 7-11
· in the S. U. Ballroom-All ages welcome!
Refreshments served. Tickets; $1.50 at the
Info booth-Two Card Draw band in-between comedians
Rat Bands
Jan: 28-TGIF with Connection 4-7pm
Jan. 29-Red Eye-Southern Rock&Rock 9-1 am
Racquetball Trip
,
. Bus trip to P~-Q':d Rar i>-Q·,dll C~ub on·' \ 29
$10 inclvi>\>"\>fiaca' i>'\>v, court time. :\.i\>~~ets,
buffp·~C..1t:Jr&w; ~C "una, steam~c~ ,tpool.
Mi· C~dve BP c~ dr Mass LicPc~~ vne guest
p dSC stu, ,c. Sign ups:
.,o booth. Trip
is limited!
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The WBIM
All NEW Spring
,83 Line Up

Mesmerized

(Editor's note: You are tee/mg
sleepy. You will believe everything I tell you. You will forget
that this article was lost, hidden in the Comment office.
Nor y.rill you remember that
Miss Boyn ton's article should
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~have been prln~d monffls
Bridgewater's FM Alternative
ago. ~n the count of three
WBIM-FM, Stereo 91.5 Program Schedule
you will wake up. One-twoSunday
three.)
9:00-Powerline w/ Brother Jon Rivers
9:30-Sunday Classics w/ Laurel Bowman
1 :00-Steppin Out w/Maureen Wilson-Doug Schofield
By Lynn Boynton
/Sunday Madness
Do you believe it? James J.
5:00-The Underground w/ Scooter Livingston
Mapes is incredible! He actu9:00-PM Neuman in the Nightime
ally hypnotized me (for the
Monday
second time ,so far.) His show
9:00Thursday night was some11 :00-Steve Miles
what interesting and emo1:00-Steve Howes
tional to say the very least.
3:00-Chuck Callahan
"Hypnotized?" you ask.
6:00-Beth Churchill
Yes, it really does happen.
9:00-Steve Howes
How? Well, I don't know the
11 :00-Nightsounds-Scooter Livingston
chemical reactions but I do
Tuesday
know how I feel. When Mr.
9:00-Dough Schofield
11 :00-Joe Wallace
1:00-PM Newman in the Daytime
3:00-0avid Lane
6:00-The Wolf

9:oo:Nicl< titton

Map~~ {I'll 9all him Jim since I
·nave a rapport with him.)
relaxes me, I concentrated on
his voice. I let it reach the
inner part of my mind. I am
aware of your whispering
around me as I await to dance

up~~e~agaThissocalled

sleep is actually a state of
total relaxation, total inner/
outer awareness and quite
pleasurable.
Why did I see E.T.; little
green men, get wasted, cry at
a sad movie and freeze my
buns off on stage? I don't
know, except that Jim by
passes my conscious mind
and deals directly with my
subconscious. (As I learned
this at the seminar he gave on
Friday night.)
I am glad that you were
delighted to see us dance, see
birds, forget names and
numbers and be the age of

five years old showing no
inhibitions and having a zest
for life.
As for Gretta, the German, I
do remember what I said, I
have no recollection of the
pain and suffering I
expressed. It was quite an
experience, I must say. I feel
very lucky to have been able
to work so close with Jim,
even for that brief amount of
time.
It's a shame the video was
wasted on the audience filing
into the auditorium leaving no
tape for a most interesting
part of the show. I wish that all
of BSC could have seen the
abilities that Jim showed us at
his Powers of The Mind presentation. You really missed a
fascinating evening. James J.
Mapes is a man of great talent, one to honor and enjoy.
Believe it-it really happened!

The Verdict Is IN!

11 :00-Nightsounds
Wednesday
9:00-Roger LeBlanc
11 :00-George Nigro
1:00-Maureen Wilson

3:00-R!ch Kt;)llY

·e::oo~Paul Dobson
9:00-Cfub 91 w/ Pete Pena (till 1AM)
Thursday
9:00-Chip Lindburgh
11 :00-Judy Partington
1 :00-Darleen Bethon¥
3:00-Dave Loring
6:00-Moods for Moders
9:00-Blues Progression
11 :00-Nightsounds
Friday
9:00-Dick Tranmer
11 :00-The Wolf

1:OD-Julie Lied
3:00'."Ghris Harwood
6:00-Steve Miles
9:00-0h, noooo!ll
It's Larry Burnham!(til 1AM)
Saturday
9:00-The Hangover Special
12:00-Steven Fiskic
3:00-Bruce Calvin
6:00-Mike Arieta
.
9:00-The Wolf(til 1 AM)
News
Sunday
5:30-Jeff Linehan
Monday
10:00-0ave Robichaud
12:00-Dave Robichaud
3:00-Paul Foster
5:30-Laurel Bowman & Deric Askew
7:00-Larry Richardson
Tuesday
10:00-Richard Spink
12:00-Dan White
Wednesday
· 12:00-Margaret Flaherty
3:00-Paul Foster
5:30-Kathy Murray & Derik Askew
7:00-Larry Richardson
Thursday
10:00-Douglass J Slug
12:00-Headley J Miller
3:00-Dave Lane
7:00-Dave Lane
Friday
12:00 -Brett Peruzzi
3:00-Aich Spink
5:30-Larry Richardson & Derik Askew
7:00-Jeff Lineham
Saturday
5:30-Jeff Uneham

By Dash Rlprock
The Verdict is set in the
classic film genre, the courtroom drama. Directed by
Sidny Lumet, the director of
that original great courtroom
drama, Twelve Angry Men,
gives us a highly atmospheric
film full of air those courtroom
cliches that always work so
well. f say highly atmospheric
because the film relies so
heavily on a Boston setting
that is perhaps too quaint for
those of us who live there or
near there. This is not to say
that th is effect detracts
greatly from the film for it
does not. The rea• strength of
The Verdict however, lies in
the careful casting in the filrn.
Paul Newman gives what may
well be considered the best
performance of his career. He
plays Frank Galvin,
aging,
downtrodden, cynical laywer,
-who, at long last comes to
terms with where his life is
leading.
Newman is not the lone
standout in the cast however.
Jack Warden, whom you last
saw in Shampoo and Heaven
Can Wait, co-stars in a fine
emotional performance as
Newman·~ foul-mouthed
courtroom collegue. The rest
of the cast is sprinkled generously with many familiar tele-

v1s1on and motion picture
character actors. The romantic interest lead is played
moistly by Charlotte Rampiing as Frank Galvin's lover
and ultimate downfall Laura
Fischer.
As is to be expected in a
movie of this variety, the
courtroom scenes are both
the most memorable and
emotive. Basically, the plot
involves a damage suit filed
against a large hospital of
impeccable reputation by the
survivors of an operating
room foul-up. At this point we
C

)C

)C

are drawn into a tangled web
of conspiracy and deceit.
Because I'm such a nice guy,
I won't tell anymore about the
plot. Just watch out for the
suprise ending.
All in all, The Verdict succeeds as the kind of movies
you thought they didn't make
anymore: the Hollywood film
where good guy wears the
white hat and miracles still
happen. But, one question for
those of you who have seen
this film and those who plan
to: would you want Frank Galvin to be your lawyer?
lC

)£
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Bears Business
By Mike Storey
Well, did everyone have a
restful vacation? Did everyone put on ten pounds of
Christmas cookies and candy
on their rested bodies while
napping early and partying
late into the night. If not, you
evidently didn't spend your
time wisely like myself.
The varsity athletic teams
weren't able to spend as
much time at. home as they
would have liked either as
they were back here in
Bridgewater preparing for the
opening season for some and
the grueling second half for
the rest. Leading the way
were the men's and women's
basketball teams who were
back just after the beginning
of the ·new year hard at work
getting both their minds and
bodies ready to play ball.
Evidently, their hard work
has paid off as the Women's
basketball team members
have jumped out to their most
successful season in their
history. Currently, they are 121 on the year and are ranked
#2 in New England for Division Ill. Since January I they
have won six straight over the
likes of Eastern Nazarene,
Keene State, UMass/Boston,
Anna Maria, Franklin Pierce,
and Bridgeport. The win. over
UMass/Boston (70-59) , who
was ranked #2 in New England and #10 in the nation at
the time, was probably just as
big a win as the football
team's vict9ry in thca Cranberry Bowl.
The ladies are probably the
most balanced team in the·
area as al.I five starters
(Carolyn Parsley, Dede Enabent~r. Karen Croteau, Jody
Collicutt, Cathy Baker) are
averaging in double figures. A
big plus also, is their bench
strength· which is vital
because of the amount of
pressure defense and fastbreaking offense they use
during the game. Coaches Bo
Ruggiero and Mark Champagne have much to be proud
of th is season.
The Men's B-ball team are
by no means slouches either.
They are currently riding a
nine . game winning streak
going into the Anna . Maria
game and are 11-12 overall this
year and are ranked #8 in New
England,
The Bears early in the season depended solely ontheir
high ... powered offense to get
them through a game. It
seems though they have
learned what defense is all
about as they are keeping
their opponents wen below
their normal average. They
also have that winning desire
that is necessary on a go.od
team as characterized by
their come-from-behind (13
pts) victory this past Saturday
against North Adams State
(66-65).
Coming through with solid
performances as of late has
been captain Doug Stairs, Al
Howard, and Devere Morriss
up front, with Mark Dias,
Peter Tavares, and newcomer
Tony DiPina anchoring the
backcourt. The Bears are currently leading the Mass. State
Conference with a (5-1)
record but must maintain the
same intensity they have

played within the last nine
games in order to be there at
season's end when the
playoffs begin. Don't let up,
guys.
The men's (2-1) and
women's (l-3) swim teams
took it on the chin this past
weekend when both were
defeated by S.M.U. by the
scores of 66-29 and 86-30,
respectively. Highlights of the
meet were victories by Greg
Cook in the 200 and 500-yard
freestyle and Sean Mulhall in
the one and three-meter diving events. The women were
led once again by captain Lori
Davenport who took honors
in the 500 freestyle. Another
outstanding performance
was put in by junior LuAnne
Leroux who set a school
record in the 200-yard
butterfly.
Next meet for the men is
against Boston College Feb. I
at B.C. The women try to get
back on the winning track this
week against Clark on Jan. 26
and Westfield State on Jan.
29th. Both are away meets.
Th BSC gymnasts· started
off the season on a winning
note by taking a doubleheader over Smith College
and Westfield State over the
weekend. Leading the way
was captain Debbie Barlow
with first place finishes in
both the vault and the uneven
parallel bars. Solo winners
were Gina Gallemani on the
balance beam and 1Andrea
Kershaw in the floor exerci~e.
Next meet is this Saturday
against Rhode Island College
in the Kelly Gym at 2:00 pm.
The Bear wrestlers (2-5)
picked up their second win of
the season with a 28-21 victory
over UMass/Boston. The
match came down to the Heavyweight match where Bear
Peter Balboni scored a pin to
secure the victory. The only
other BSC winner on the day
was Craig Wilson in the 155pound class; Next match is at
home this Saturday (Jan. 29)
at 1:00 pm.
The men's and ladies basketball seasons are now in full
swing. This year 34 teams are
competing in the Men's
league which is broken down
into three divisions. The
women's league has II teams
competing in it this year. After
the first full week of competition it looks like there is muc.1
talent to be seen at this college besid'es the varsity
teams. SMEGMA is looking to
repeat as winners in the men's
division, but no one is outclassed in this league by any
means. Anyone interested in
watching a few games just
head over to the gym between
8-11 pm (Sunday-Thursday).
Janet Bertolami and Sue
McManus are once again
instructing aerobics classes
and a new program in.
women's weight training.
From the attendance at their
first workouts these prq:..grams seem to be very popular with the women qn
camp.us. For those of you whb
are i.nteresdted in joinig come
to the Kelly Gym on Monday
and Wednesday nights.
Weight training goes form 7-8
pm with Aerobics imme-

Continued on page 8
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Swim
Team
News

Sports
X-Country Ski
Equipment Available
Cross country ski equipment is available for use by currently enrolled students, faculty and staff at Bridgewater
State College through the Recreation Program.
The Cross Country equipment room is located at the
bottom of the stairwell leading the the men's locker room of
the Kelly Gymnasium main lobby.
Anyone wishing to use this equipment may do so by
leaving his/her valid BSC ID card and a refundable deposit.
(Check or money order only - no cash accepted). Only one
set of equipment per ID.
The following rates are in effect: skis/boots/poles-$20.00;
skis/poles-$15.00; boots-$5.00. The ID card and deposit will
be returned when the equipment is brought back. There is
also a daily rate of $2.00 per day during the week, and $3.00
per weekend. This cost goes into maintaining the present
equipment, as well as for purchasing additional supplies
(waxes, propane, etc.) during the season.
Anyone wishing to use the equipment over a weedkend
may reserve in advance on a sign up sheet provided on the
equipment room door. Equipment may then be picked up on
Friday and MUST be returned no later than that following
Monday.
Equipment used during the weekdays M-W-F may be
picked up at the equipment room during the posted hours
and MUST be returned the following afternoon (check
posted hours) to the Cross Country Equipment Room or the
Intramural Office. No advance reservation is needed.
Anyone returning equipment late will be fined on a daily
basis-$2.00 for every day late. Persons losing equipment or
returning damaged equipment will be fined accordingly.
The hours for the Cross Country Equipment Room during
the third quarter will be on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays; 3 to 6 p.m.

Women of the 80's
by TRACEY LEE
Do you want to meet new
people, stay fit, and have fun.
All at the same time? Well
come on down to the Kelly
Gymnasium on Monday and
Wednesday nights. Our experienced instructors, Jan &
Sue are ready, willing and
able to tone you up and trim
you down!
Jan Bertolami, a senior,
Physical Education major
with an Exercise ScienceHealth Fitness concentration
is running a Women's Weight
Training class. The class is
free of charge, and open to all
women. The benefits are
numerous such as toning up
your body, learning the
proper techniques of weight
training, meeting new people
and attaining a sense of sell·
satisfaction. All those interested come down to the
Universal Weight Room any
Monday and/or Wednesday
night at 7:00PM and ask for
Jan. Dress . comfortablysweats, shorts, T-shirts,
sneakers, etc. The classes are
an hour in length, and will run
from now 'til the end of the
semester.
The training experience of
Jan Bertolami and Sue
McManus will again shine' in
Aerobic Exercise and Dance
Fitness class to be held on
Monday. and Wednesday
evenings from 8:00 to 9:00PM
in the small gym at Kelly
Gymnasium. For those of you
whose interest may be
aroused but seem a bit hesitant about joining, some
myths should be put to rest.
Aerobic Exercise and Dance
Fitness do not require any
type of previous dance experience, rhythm or a tremend-
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ous amount of flexibility. The
only requirement is a willing
body, a little dedication and a
lot of enthusiasm. The benefits are tremendous for your
overall cardiovascular fitness, increased flexibility and
body tone.
Monday &
REMEMBER:
Wednesday Evenings 7:00 to
. 8:00PM Women's Weight
Training. 8:00 to 9:00PM
Aerobic Exercise & Dance
Fitness. Hope to see you
there!!

North Dartmouth- The SSC
Men's Swim Team resumed
their second semester season
with a 72-39. loss to Southestern Massachusetts University
last Saturday. This was the
Bears' first loss after wins
over Brandeis and Colby in
December.
Carl Dietz, Ken Doyon, Will
Cheney, and Dave Riley
opened the meet with a
second place in the 400 medley relay, then Co-Captains
Mike Piazza and Carl Deitz
took 3-4 in the 1000 free, despite both swimming their best
times. Freshman Greg Cook
took first in the 200 free with a
nifty 1:53.07, followed by
Dave Riley's fifth. Eric Nordling and Eric Waldman took
3rd and 5th in the 50 free, followed by Brian O'Neil's
second place in the 200 yard
individual medley.
Diver Sean Mulhall gave the
Bears another first in the one
meter diving event, followed
by Brian O'neil's second
place in the 100 butterfly. Eric
Nordling, Dave Riley, and
Eric Waldman then finished
3-5-6 in the 100 free, followed
by Carl Deitz's third place in
the 200 backstroke.
Greg Cook and Mike Piazza
then took· first and third in the
500 free, and Sean Mulhall
won the 3-meter diving. Ken
Doyon took third in the 200
breast stroke, and then 400
freestyle relay team of Brian
O'Neil, Eric Nordling, Mike
Piazza, and Greg Cook won
the 400 freestyle relay, clocking a 3:30.71, the best time so
far this season.
Paw Splashes: Carl Dietz, a
sophomore from Westfield,
was elected Co-Captain of
the swim team last week, to
help Co-Captain Mike Piazza
of Dedham. The Bears
resume action Wednesday as
they host Bates College, then
travel to Boston College next
Tuesday. A win over Bat~s
will put SSC clo.ser:to a winning season, their first in several years ..
FOR MORE 1NFO ••
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KELLY GYM
THIRD QUARTER SCHEDULE
(January 17 - March 11, 1982)

a)

l'OOL
Open

Tim~

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Sunday

8-9am,
8-9: lJam,
8-9am,
8-9: 15 am,
8-9am,
1-4
4-lOpm

ll-3pm,
5:30-6: 30pm
11-3pm,
5:30-ll)pm
11-3pm,

5:30-!0pm •
8;30-lOpm
5: 30-6: JO,

8: 30-lOpm

5:30-Spm

Reserved Time:
January 26 (4:00pm)
b!en 's Swimming
February 12 (3: OOpm), 23 (7: 30pm)
Women's Swimming
Februai:y 2, 5 (7:00pm), lZ (l:OOpm) ·
Aqu.abrytes
Tuesday/Wednesday - (6:30-8:30pm)
Varsity Practice
Mon. - Fri, l - 5:3Qpm
b)

LARGE GYM

Open Time:
Monday - Friday
Tuesdays & Thursdays
Saturday
Sunday
Reserved Time:
- --~iin'sBaski>tball
Women 1 s Basketball
JV easketball
Wrestling
Gymnastics
Varsity l'i:actice
Intramural B-ball
c)

8-9am
10: 50-l2:00pm
l-4pm
4-7pm
January 11,20,25,27,Feb. 2,5,9,ll,lS
(B:OOpm)
January 11, 15,21,22,Feb. 8,22
(tillles vary)
January 22 (5:30) Feb,. 5, 9, (6:00pm)
January· 29 (l:OOpm), February 1 ·(7:00pm)
January 19 (7:0Qpm) Z9;."C2:00), Feb, 5,19,26 (2:00pm}
·
Monday - Friday 4-8 pm
Mon.-Thurs,· 8-lOpm, Sunday; 7-lOpm

SMALL GYM
Time:

Op~n

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday

·

10-11, 3-4 pm
8-lZ pm
10-11, 3-4 pm
8-9: 15 am
10-llrun, 3-4 pm

Reserved Time:
Varsity Practice
Monday-Friday
4-8pm
Aerobics
Monday & Wednesday
8-9pm
Intramural ll-ball
Mon.-F·ri. 8-10, Sunday 7-10
The small gym is also closed for all home varsity basketball games
(men and women)

*

d)

Weight/Universal Room
Open Time:
Mon-Thurs)

Friday
Reserved:

Women's Weight Training
Varsitv SPorts ·reams

2-10 pm
2-8 ll11
MW
TBA

·Saturday
Sunday

7-8- pm

1-4 pm
4-10 pm

8
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diately following from 8-9 pm.
Classes are FREE of charge.
The Kelly Gym is getting a
great amount of use these
days with varsity and intamural contests taking place, as
well as regular P.E. classes
during the day. People who
are looking for some open
time to shoot a few hoops
should check the schedule
for open times and also keep
in mind that if a varsity team
has an away game the gym is
usually open during their regular practice time.
The Weig ht Room has

taken on a new look with new
mirrors, a paint job, and more
equipment available. Some
hours have been reserved for
varsity teams, such as the
footbal I and swim teams, as
well as the Women's Weight
rraining program, but these
hours are minimal compared
to the number of open hours
available. I am hoping to even
expand these hours starting
from 11:00 am but nothing is
finalized yet.
The BAIRS are holding a
Ski Trip to Sugarloaf, ME for
the weekend of. Feb. 4-6.
There will also be weekly

events held during the week
starting in February. These
will include a Shootout Tournament, 3-man Volleyball,
and a Badminton Tournament. A Triathalon is also
being planned for after
Spring Break.
So get active thls semester
either joining the many programs that are offered at the
gym or just by supporting our
teams throughout the winter.
It is very evident that your
support gives our teams an
extra edge over their opponents at home. Keep up the
good work.

BSC Karate Club News
The SSC Karate Club
wants you to join. No experi·ence necessary. Practice is
held every Monday and Wednesday from 5:30 to 7:00 PM
either in the Student Union
Ballroom or room G-4 in the
Student Union. You can join
at any time through•out the
semester. You will learn great
self defense techniques and
at .the same time enjoy yourself while learning.
At the annual conterence

tournamentr held at the end OT
last semester at M.l.T.,
Bridgewater was very i mpressive,nu mbering many winners in the competition. The
novice team led by Kevin
Loughlin, Tony Barroso, Dan
Junker, Tom Bates, Darren
Medeiros, and Mike Gatewood, won the tournament
capturing a first place trophy
for the school. The advanced
sparring team, c<;>nsisting of
Hitoshi Sumida, Jim Carroll,

Alfred Mubanda, and Joe
Valente, finished in seco.nd
place overall. In addition,
Sumida and Carroll placed
second in a thrilling
·duel,"The Boston Battle".
In the women's division,
Janet Lima placed third in
both the advanced sparring
and kata. The latter is a competition where you are judged
on form and grace. Her excellence led the team to an unexpected fine showing.

News From SERS
Each year the Studen·t
Employment Referral Service
(SERS) hosts several employment workshops and cosponsors two Summer Job
Fairs with the Career Planning and Placement office.
During the fall semester
SERS hosted the Retail Groc~r$ tnventory Se.rvice
employment workshop and
the National Historic Park
Sites application worksh9p.
Seventy-eight students
attended the Retail Grocers
Inventory Service (RGIS)
workshop, and were employed as inventory clerks for the
semester break. Thirty-three
students attended the
National Historic Park site
workshop and applied for
some of the 179 positions
available throughout New
England at various National
Historic sites. Students hired
will be paid a minimum of

$4.76 for positions as tour
guides, park maintenance
people, as weir as civil
engineers.
SERS was instrumental in
the hiring of several ~SC students for Christm:as Help
positions at Brockton's Westgate Mall. The SERS office is
located onJhe ground floor of
Tillinghast Hall in rooms T-3
and T-6. The SERS staff will
assist any SSC student seeking employment by matching
the student's area of 5tudy,
interests, and experience
with available jobs. The office
is open Wednesday through
Friday from 9:00 a.m. to 5:00
p.m ..
This semester the Student
Employment Referral Service
will be co-sponsoring two
Summer Job Fairs with the
Career Planning and Place"."
ment office. The first scheduled fair for 1983 will be held

The

Counselors

Italian
Tour

for boys camp in Maine.
Openings in most specialties.
Write: Camp Cedar,
1758 Beacon St.
Brookline, Mass. 02146
or call: 617-277-8080.

This special tour, planned to offer a survey of Italian Art,
will be sponsored by the Bridgewater State College Art
Department through the program of Continuing Education.
As one of the prime sources of western art, Italy can boast,
in addition to the painting and sculpture in its museums,
architectural monuments from the classical period, the
Renaissance and the Barocque, and the modern. Principal
cities to be visited are FLORENCE, ROME, AND RAVENNA
with sites in Milan, Pisa, Balogna, Assisi, and Orvieto also
included. During the five-day stay in Florence, a day will be
spent in the Tuscan towns of Volterra, San Gimignano,
Siena, and Fiesole; during the seven day period in Rome, the
group will visit Pompeii and Paestum.
Accompanying the group as guides will be BSC faculty .
Professor John Heller, Art Department; Professor Lenore
Padula, Department of Foreign Languages; and Mrs. Mary
Lou Montagna.
·
Travel arrangements will be arranged through Crimson
Travel Service, Inc., of Cambridge.
The program will feature daily tours by the guides with
itineraries carefully designed to offer the broadest possible
survey of Italian art within the relatively short time period of
the trip.
The tour will be available for six credits; students enrolling for credit must consult with Professor Heller before
registering for AR 314 - Art History Study Tour in the Program of Continuing Education. Students enrolling for credit
will have class sessions and tests prior to the trip and on-site --research in Italy in preparation for a major research paper. T
e fee for the six credit course, $307, is payable to the Program of Continuing Education in addition to the cost of the
trip. Students planning to register for course credit should
notify Professor Heller prior to registration.

on Wednesday, February 23,
from 10:00 a.rn. to 3:00 p.m. in
the Student Union Ballroom.
This is an opportunity for stuCHI ALPHA CARES
dents to meet with potential
I
want
to
introduce
to you a group on campus which you
employers. There will be
representa1ives from private . may have heard about, but didn't quite know what we're all
about. Our name is Chi Alpha. No, we're not a fraternity, as
industry, retail industry, and
some
may suspect, but we do supply support and fellowship
camps who anticipate hiring
as a fraternity would, and we also think of each other as
summer ".help. .Various .non.,brothers" and"sfsters''. The words °Chi Alpha" are taken
profit agencies will .be attendfrom
the Greek, meaning "Christ's sent ones". We are a
ing so there will be some
charismatic Christian fellowship, and our group provides
work-study positions availaencouragement to one another through songs, prayer, and
ble for students who qualify.
Bible sharings.
Over 70 employers are
The members come from a wide variety of religious backexpected to attend the Februgrounds, and we all grow together and learn from each
ary 23 Job Fair. Last year the
other in our pursuit of the Christian lifestyle. Our theme this
50 employers present hired
semester is "Chi Alpha cares". One way we do this is
281 students for summer
through our small groups, in which a few people meet to
employment.
share on an individual basis. The semester will be filled with
For further Job Fair inforactiv~ties such as movies like Joni, an Imperials concert,
mation watch future issues of
special speakers, and nights of simply getting together for
The Comment or stop by the
fun. You can keep an eye out for special events as you pass
SERS office. The SERS staff
our bulletin board next to the Bookstore. Most of all, we
is willing to help any BSC stuinvite you to join us. We meet Thursdays at 11 :00 in the
dent seeking employment.
Duxbury Room on the third floor of the Student Union.

Slavic~German

Study Club
announces
its third study .trip to the

Soviet Union
March 12-27
Including ••••••••••• Leningrad, Yerevan, Moscow, and Helsinki
The_ topic under study Is: Museums and Children
(which wlll allow us to visit schools and art classes and hear lectures In English}

.for detaJ/s contact Professor Reardan·
or leave your name at Tilly 320.

